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Legal Notice  
 
 

The information contained in this guide is for informational purposes only.  
 
Any online advertising recommendation and website optimization advice given in 
this guide is based on the owner's experience. The recommendations and 
strategies provided herein may not be suitable for every situation. Users are 
advised to seek the assistance of a professional before acting on something that 
has been recommended. Furthermore, users are advised to do their own 
diligence when it comes to making business decisions.  
 
The material in this guide may include information, instruction and product by 
third parties. The owner is not associated with any of the product or vendor 
mentioned in this guide. The use of Third Party material is simply a 
recommendation and an expression of the owner's opinion of that material. The 
owner of this work is not engaged in rendering legal, financial or other 
professional services. All information and products that have been provided 
should be verified by your own competent professionals.  
 
Google and Adwords are registered trademarks of Google, Inc. All other 
trademarks appearing in this guide are property of their respective owners. By 
reading this book, you agree that the owner is not responsible for the success or 
failure of your business decisions relating to any information presented herein.  
 
No part of this publication shall be reproduced in whole or in part, in any form, 
without the prior written consent of the owner.  
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Introduction  
 
 
Google Adwords is like a heaven-sent online advertising strategy with which both 
small and large businesses can potentially make profits. It enables businesses to 
expose products and services, in real time, through ads to prospects and 
customers anywhere in the world. This modern advertising program uses a pay-
per-click (PPC) method where advertisers only pay a small cost when a searcher 
clicks their ad to visit a website.  
 
However, it takes some serious understanding to cleverly implement this 
revolutionary advertising technique. It involves the use of online tools and 
resources to be able to organize and optimize ad campaigns and effectively 
attract a continuous flow of prospects and customers.  
 
Geographic targeting is another Adwords feature which allows the advertiser to 
refine the exposure of ads to certain regions and countries where the product is 
seen to be most appropriate.  The best thing about this new online advertising 
medium is that you - the advertiser has control of your budget and power to 
modify, stop or delete your ads anytime you wish. 
 
For advertisers who already have an idea of how Adwords works, it can truly be a 
boon for creating ads that turn web searchers into customers. But the same tool 
could become a deep sinkhole of cash for those who don't understand it. Our 
goal is to help you become a better pay-per-click advertiser.  
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“Adwords is a powerful marketing strategy that sends customers 
directly to a specific section in your store, right to the exact location of 
the product they're looking for.”   
 
 

“With Adwords, it only takes a few minutes to setup and only ten 
dollars to get your ad right in front of thousands of people searching 
for your product.”   
 
 

 

What You Should Know About Google Adwords 
Before getting started with Adwords advertising, it is very important to understand 
that it is basically a direct marketing medium. This online advertising technique is 
totally different from brand advertising.  
 
 
 
 
 
By consistently paying attention to your website's ad performance, you'll learn 
how to write better ads that show for the right keywords and guide prospect to 
the solutions they are searching for.  Building strong campaigns via Google 
Adwords will never let you run out of leads or prospects.  
 
This new age advertising medium also introduces you to hundreds of potential 
market research strategies that cost a lot less than a plane ticket. Your market 
data is a reliable piece of information that helps you study and improve your 
website to maximize the returns on your investment.    
 
This book guides you through the basics and provides an overview on expanding 
and leveraging results of ad campaigns. You'll learn how to set up your own 
account, create compelling ads, and to effectively manage and maximize the 
results of your campaigns.  
 
The following topics are organized by chapter, topics and sub topics, the content 
of this book strives to explain the possibility of getting your ads on Google's first 
page of search results.  It also covers measuring and testing the profitability of 
ads including the clever ways of using Google Adwords metrics to discover new 
marketing strategies that are tailored to the searches of your prospects.  
 

What makes PPC a revolutionary advertising tool? 
Compared to yellow pages advertising, Adwords has completely changed the 
game from push to pull advertising.    
 
 
 
 
 
PPC advertising is an advertising model that enables you to do many things and 
avoid unnecessary marketing losses. This means that you only pay when a 
searcher clicks your ad to go to your website.   
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Another good thing about PPC advertising is that, it allows you to modify your ad 
copy anytime you want or cancel it once you find out it doesn't yield profits. 
Because you control the cost, you can run multiple ads and track their profitability 
anytime you wish.  Split testing your ads and eliminating poor performing ads 
allows you to optimize your campaigns for maximum performance. 
 

What Adwords is all about? 
Google’s search engine business is helping millions of searchers to find anything 
they look for from the World Wide Web. When an advertiser has signed up with 
Google Adwords, his/her ads show up on the highlighted sections of the search 
results pages, usually the top 3 listings and then listings on the right sidebar.  
The cost of each click to your website visit varies. The amount is typically based 
your ad relevance, your websites relevance to the search phrase and the overall 
quality score of your website based on the keyword that is used. 
 
The normal ad text that shows up on the results page has four lines of up to 130 
characters, 25 on the first line, 35 on the next 2 lines, and then room for your 
website address. 
 
As a side note… to show how popular this service is, about 90+ percent of 
Google’s revenue comes from their Pay Per Click platform. 
 

There are three basic exposures for Google ads and the 
advertiser controls where and when to expose them 
 1. Google Search Results -Adwords ads are usually displayed at the top and 
right,  
 2. Google Search Partners results pages namely (AOL), Ask.com, CompuServe, 
Earthlink 
 3. AdSense Sites and Gmail - ads are placed at the right side of the Gmail 
emails and Google has a special relationship with some of today's popular sites 
including www.business.com, www. about.com, www.nytimes.com, 
www.foodnetwork.com, your ads might show up on their own search results 
through their Adsense platform. 
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How To Profit From PPC Advertising  
The single most important thing in the world of Googles PPC Advertising is 
relevance. Understanding the basic principles on how Google shows ads 

is essential to becoming a better advertiser.  
 
When paid ads started, they were originally based on 
 

 PageRank - is basically a measure of a web page's popularity  

 Page Reputation - refers to the topic for which the web page is popular.  It 
determines whether it will be shown on the first listing, the second, third 
and so on. 

In the early days of Google's existence, it showed only organic listings based on 
its own calculations which appear on the left side of the results. 
 
There are now 2 things that Google considers in showing up search results 

 Bid Price - the price the advertiser is willing to pay for a click. 

 Click-through rate (CTR) - the percentage of searchers who clicked an ad 
If you think about it… Google is a business.  The more efficiently your ads can 
get them clicks (which makes money for them and makes the search effort easier 
for the user), the more likely they will want to push you up in the listings.  

 

Immediate Results… 
Unlike most traditional advertising media where advertisers can do nothing but 
wait and see the results of their campaigns after putting in considerable amounts 
of investments, PPC does almost everything with online metrics at a cost they 
decide. This advertising model provides reliable statistics for a predictable 
amount of investment for each visitor it sends to a website.  It is easy to measure 
your results daily, and set your advertising budget accordingly. 
 

Using PPC as your online testing platform  
It may be the case that you find PPC expensive for your particular business 
model and/or you think there is not enough traffic to generate a Return on 
Investment (ROI).  You can still make Adwords work to your advantage when you 
use it to improve your marketing efforts by only using profitable keywords and 
other marketing strategies that will attract searchers' website visits.  Fine tuning 
your ad campaigns is how most small businesses get the best ROI from their 
marketing dollars. 
 

Compel prospects to convert 
When Adwords sends a visitor to your landing page, your goal is simple.  Find a 
way to get your prospects to purchase a product, fill out a form, sign-up or any 
other measurable action.  If you don’t sell goods online, which most of us don’t… 
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you need them to engage your business offline.  Driving them to that call to 
action is critical.  Make the phone number huge on your website if you want a 
call, or change the color of the submit button if you want to get them to provide 
an email address.   
 

Measure your results 
No matter how small the action is, Adwords allows you to measure the response 
of your prospects' visits, and based on the results, you'll be able to figure out 
what to do next to achieve the ultimate action you desire from them.   What gets 
measured gets better, and what doesn’t get measured gets repeated.  Don’t let 
your hard earned dollars follow bad marketing decisions. 
 

Improve marketing efforts with little to no cost  
With the readily available results, you'll soon find out which area to improve and 
develop to achieve your goals – whether its lead generation, or to make an 
immediate sale.  For example, with increased CTR, your marketing improves, 
which could also mean an increase in the return on your investment without 
increasing your advertising budget. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Put yourself in your prospect's mindset  
The secret to discovering what your prospect is looking for is to think like you are 
a prospect. When you understand what your prospects will likely type as they 
search on Google, you'll know exactly what keywords to bid on and create ads 
that will compel them to click.  It is also good practice to have an independent 3rd 
party look at your ads and get honest feedback about your ads and your website. 
 
 

 How To Set Up Your Adwords Account 

Opening a new Adwords account 
If you're new to Adwords, creating an account is the obvious first important 

step to your advertising journey.  Go to http://adwords.google.com and go ahead 
create a new account. Note that your Adwords account email must be the same 
as your Google analytics email.  If you don’t have an analytics email, then don’t 
worry about it. 
 

Create your first campaign 

2 

“Remember that direct marketing involves following up with your 
prospects.  With the many tempting things to do online, prospects 
generally get easily distracted. The key here is to get their email 
address as soon as they land on your page before they get distracted.” 
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 Log in to your account and click "Create Your First Campaign" button  
 Select a campaign type that says "Search network only"  
 Name your campaign  
 Select locations and languages  
 Select networks and devices 
 Select bidding and budget settings  
 Set ad rotation under advanced settings  
 Hit "Save and Continue" button 
 Create your keyword list 
 Manage your account though the "Billing and My Account" tab 
 Activate your account by following the Account Activation Wizard 

 

Tips on creating your first ad campaign 
 In setting your ad rotation, select "Rotate: Show ads more evenly under Ad 

delivery, then change ad rotation to "Optimize for conversion" once 
conversion tracking has been set up.  
 

 If you're not sure about your ad's text:  
Line 1 - State the problem or opportunity as your headline text 
Line 2 - State a brief detail of the benefit 
Line 3 - Give a short description of your offer 
Line 4 - Provide your display URL and destination URL - the web page 
where you want customers to land after clicking your ad 

 
 
 Make sure to follow Google's editorial guidelines and avoid unfounded 

claims unless you can support them on your landing page to prevent 
getting penalized.  For example, you can’t say “Free” unless it takes them 
to a page that also says “Free”.   
 

 Before creating your keyword list, conduct  keyword research by using 
Google's keyword tool or other tools that can help you find the potential 
keywords for your product. This is where knowing how your prospect 
searches comes into play… don’t assume that people know your business 
like you do.  Also note that “buying” keywords will have higher conversion 
value, but will not get people that are just beginning their shopping 
experience.  For instance, “car dealer Philadelphia” is a shoppers keyword.  
“Used Black Toyota Camry XLE” is a buyers keyword. 
 

 In the activation process, you may choose to "pause" your campaign at this 
point as you need to make sure that you're doing the right thing. Wait for at 
least 15 minutes before checking to see if your ad is displaying, and never 
click on your own ads. 
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 Set up auto-tagging to permit your Adwords to communicate with your 

Google Analytics.  
 
 When ads don't appear after 1-3 days of activation, it could be due to 

editorial disapproval, low ad rank, poor keyword performance, low keyword 
quality score. 
 

 When only you can't see your ad, it could be due to your IP address, 
geographic targeting or you've chosen a different language  
 
 

 How To Manage Your Account 
Now that you have your Google Adwords account already set up, let's go to 
managing your account based on three basic tasks: 

 Campaign management  

 Keyword selection  

 Ad writing 
 

Managing your Adwords account starts from the "Home" screen. From there, you 
can customize the view of your entire account as you gain some Adwords 
experience. You'll spend much of your time with the "Campaigns" tab where you 
can view your account in the following displays: 
 
Individual Campaign view - shows an overview of the ad groups for a single 
campaign.   
Individual Ad Group View - shows the most detailed view of each ad group.   
 

Vital metrics and viewable tabs that you can manage in your 
Adwords account 
 
Campaign - by default, Adwords automatically names campaigns to Campaign 
#1 and Campaign #2. It's better to change them to more sensible names for easy 
recognition when you're running different campaigns.   
Budget - Google displays the daily budget you set for each campaign. You can 
change it anytime by clicking the budget amount. 
Status - the status of your campaigns can either be active, paused or deleted. 
Clicks - each click represents a single person clicking your ad and visiting your 
page. Note that Google doesn't count multiple clicks from the same machine in a 
day. 
Impressions - this refers to each instance of your ad's appearance in search 
results.  
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Click-through rate (CTR) - refers to clicks over impressions ratio. This is an 
essential Adwords metric which you need to fully comprehend. CTR is calculated 
by dividing the number of clicks by the number of impressions.  
Average cost per click (Avg. CPC) - refers to the average amount you pay, 
each time Google sends a visitor to your web page. CPC's may vary by 
campaign, keyword, ad group and ad. This metric helps you determine which 
advertising element cost more than you can make back. 
Cost - simply refers to the amount you've spent on clicks. This metric enables 
you to determine how much to pay for each ad and individual keywords. 
Average position (Avg. Pos.) - this metric refers to the place where your ad is 
displayed in relation to other ads on a page. Google displays ad on the right side 
of a page and on top of the organic listings. 
Networks - this tab allows you to manage Network campaigns and customize 
where to show your ads.  
Ads tab - the Ads tab shows how your ad is doing and the Networks on which 
the ad is displayed. Your ad's landing and URL and display URL don't have to be 
the same. 
 

Why write a second ad? 
Split testing is one of the keys to success in internet marketing. In Adwords 
advertising, you need to create at least two variations of ads where you'll divide 
your effort for each ad. This method will let you determine which ad generates 
more clicks. Once you determine the better performing ad, create another one 
based on that ad.  Then take top two, and delete lowest performing.  Rinse and 
repeat! 
 
How to write a second ad 
 log in to your Adwords account and click the New Ad button under the Ads 

tab 
 select Text Ad from the drop-down list 
 on the next page, create a new ad and then hit the "Save Ad" button under 

ad creation section 
 
 

Once you see your second ad in that ad group, you can test each ad response 
by counting the number of clicks and click through ratio.  Add one more, or 
replace the non-performing ad with another challenger to run a continuous split-
testing and eventually identify more compelling ad ideas. 
 

The Search Network 
This option allows you to evaluate the profitability of your keyword before you 
decide to blast your ad.  
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At this point, while you are doing the market research, the better option would be 
the Search Network option.  After testing and validating the profitability of your 
keywords that's the time to choose the Display Network to get more traffic. 
 
 

 How To Prepare Your Campaign 
 Knowing the size of your market is an important step before launching your 
first campaign.  It takes careful study and research to be able to determine 

the size of your market to find out if your business can benefit from Adwords.   
 
 
 
 
The best way to discover the size of your online market is to get as much 
information as you can by using various online research tools and methods, 
particularly the tools that allow you to measure the vital metrics of your business. 
 

Measuring the size of your online market 
How to measure the size of your market  
 Asses your market potential 

This refers to the process of finding out if there are customers for your 
product. Adwords can be your best tool to validate the existence of 
possible online customers. 

 
 Think of Adwords as a learning tool for marketing and advertising  

When you're new and have just gotten started on something, it doesn't  
make sense to expect powerful, instant results. Adwords can potentially be 
your most powerful marketing tool in the long run, but if you're just starting 
out, it doesn't make sense to think of it as something magical that drives 
tons of traffic to your website.  

 Gather as much information about your online market as possible 
Always be a student of the game… never stop learning and training.  Read 
10 books about your industry and you already know more that 90% of your 
competitors. 
 

You will need to put yourself in your prospect's situation and determine the 
following from Google's results pages 
 What other advertisers are out there for your keyword (to find out if there 

are real competitors).  This will include local and national competition. 

4 
“Market research is an essential process that prepares you to 

determine the profitability of your business.” 
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 Who shows up in organic results for keywords related to your product or 
service (keywords are the search terms that searchers type into Google's 
search box) 

 The keywords used by Google to recognize your industry (validating the 
marketability of the search keyword that Google uses for a particular 
product) 

 

Utilize Google's Keyword Tool 
After keywords have been validated, utilize the Google Keyword Tool to get an 
idea of monthly search volume and average cost per click. This can help you 
calculate a budget based on the estimated figures. You can access the tool using 
your Adwords account, or simply search for Adwords Keyword Tool on Google. 
 
There are five keyword discovery tactics that you can use with this tool 
 Identify promising keywords 
 Gauge the difference between broad and exact-match keywords 
 Measure a keywords seasonality 

-Google Trends show detailed, up-to-date information on hot, trending and 
dying keywords. Many businesses experience seasonal high and low 
trends of certain keywords.  

 Develop keyword buckets 
Simply set the tool to show "exact-match keyword data" to create a group 
of keywords with sizable amount of searches. 

 Fill your buckets 
To prepare for your first Adwords test, fill your buckets with exact-match 
keywords that are closely related to your theme, just enter the main 
keyword in a bucket to generate a list of additional keywords that may be 
relevant. Use the "Exclude Terms" function to easily filter the list. Export 
the list into a spreadsheet to make it ready for upload to Adwords. 
 

The three basic match types in the Google Keyword Tool 

 Exact-match keywords (enclosed with brackets) 

 Phrase-match keywords (surrounded by quotation marks) 

 Broad-match keyword (general keywords without punctuation marks) 
 

Real Keyword Research 
After safely observing searches, the next big thing to do is to get into the real 
game, not to make money right away, but to know more about the competition 
and the real volume of searches. 
 

Create a bucket test campaign 
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At this point, you need to create a bucket test campaign for an ad group to 
determine the real volume of searches for that bucket, determine how much 
clicks cost and which ads are the most compelling. Running a bucket test 
campaign is a good start and will prepare you for doing the real thing. 
 
Here's how to create a bucket test campaign:  
 Log in to your Adwords account and navigate to the "Campaigns" tab 
 Select "Search Network only" under Campaign type  
 Name your campaign after the main keyword in your bucket  
 Create a bucket test ad group  
 Select the location and languages for your target market 
 Select settings for "Networks and Devices" 
 Set your daily budget  
 Set the delivery and rotation 
 Hit the "Save and Continue" button 

 
Create a bucket test ad group 
The purpose of running a bucket test is to determine your website's Impression 
Share which will show an estimate of traffic for all your exact-match keywords 
based on volume of searches and cost per click.   
 
This is also a good way to test if your ads within an ad group point exactly to the 
landing page where you want your visitors to end up. To find out the total number 
of searches made during the time period of your test, divide Impressions by  
Impression Share 
 
Setting up multiple ads per bucket also allows you to find out which headlines 
have been more compelling which in turn, can help you identify the most 
responsive segment in your market.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Bucket testing can be used not only to show an estimate of your 
potential traffic but you can also run this test for your local business's 
marketing and lead generation purposes.” 
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 How To Read The Mind Of Your Market 
Adwords is not just all about cost effective advertising, but it is also about 
constant discovery of your market's desires and problems.  Knowing more  

 
 
about what your market thinks and feels can help you unlock their hidden desires 
and ultimately create engaging ads.  
 

Restore compressed keywords 
Searchers are forced to compress their thoughts and desires to quickly type their 
queries into the search box. But if you can read their mind, their thoughts are 
actually long enough to fit into the box. With research, empathy and curiosity, you 
will uncover what searchers really desire so that you can create an ad that will 
get them to respond. 
 

Decompress Keywords 
Decompressing of keywords that searchers would likely type on the search box 
can help you discover the triggers that would motivate them to click on your ad. 
This involves asking questions that attract their response. 
 

Use the AIDA formula 
AIDA stands for Attention, Interest, Desire and Action. Although this is a classic 
direct marketing formula, if you're able to follow this principle in creating ads, it 
can still be your best tool for motivating your online prospects to click your ad. 
 

Experiment with multiple ads 
Even if your product is potentially appealing to different prospects, there is no 
single ad that can speak to all of your different prospects.  There is no way for 
you to know which group is more responsive without running a test with different 
ads.  Have fun and get creative… the worst case scenario is people don’t click, 
and it costs you nothing! 
 

Utilize Keyword decompression resources 
Google has a number of powerful market data sources which allow you to know 
related search terms that searchers would likely type on Google's search box. 
The search terms that are originally long often reflect their desires, wants and 
problems.  
 
These resources include: 
 More search tools - located on the lower left side of a Search Engine 

Page Result (SERP). It presents many other related search ideas. 
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 Related searches - they provide a list of related keywords and other 
search terms with similar meanings. 

 Discussions and forums - are great places to find keywords that reflect 
the real desires and problems of discussion and forum participants.  

 Google alerts and Google Reader -allow you to monitor keywords on a 
daily basis 

 
 Online Groups, Blogs, Online Shopping  
 Your competitor's site  

 

Claim the top spot  
The search results page is already very crowded. If you want to stand out from 
the rest, your ad copy, your website, your emails and your customer service must 
be strategically positioned to stand out from the rest. The easiest way to top 
positioning on the SERPs or on any ad space is to discover an untapped 
segment of the market. 
 
 

 The Importance Of Conversion Tracking 
The metric that matters most is the Click Through Rate (CTR) which tells 
how effectively your ad drives qualified prospects to your website. But, what 

if your ad also attracts non buyers? How do you generate diamonds from coal 
mines?  This is the golden reason why there is a need to track every click of your 
ads.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Conversion tracking allows you to track and measure the clicks that lead to 
positive actions, the cost per conversion, conversion rate and your most 
attractive & profitable keywords.  
 
It can be a powerful tool to help you improve and make profitable bids on 
keywords. This free tracking tool can ultimately help you determine the success 
of your ad campaigns. It is just a snippet of code added to your website designed 
to place a cookie on the computer used by a visitor to access your page. 
 

How to Set Up the Conversion Tracking Tool 
 Log  in to your Adwords account, go to "Reporting and Tools" and Choose 

"Conversions" from the list 

6 

“Conversion tracking tool tracks sales, leads, signups, views of pages 
and other conversions that you desire from each visitor.  One 
important tip in setting up this tool is to name and categorize your 

conversions. ” 
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 Go to "New Conversion" button on the next page 
 Name your conversion and hit the "Save and Continue" button 
 For this purpose, choose the "Sales and Leads" conversion category 
 Change the page security level to HTTPS from the list 

If you're not familiar what you're doing, just keep the markup language as 
HTML 

 For tracking both sales and leads, set lead conversion to 0 
 Configure the tracking indicator 
 Hit Save and Continue button 

Now you should see four new columns in your Adwords "Campaigns" tab - 
Conv, Cost/Conv, Conv. rate, and View-through Conv.  
 

How to Generate and copy the tracking code 
 Adding the HTML code can be accomplished in 2 ways 

 Google can send the code together with the suggested instructions 
to your webmaster through email. 

 Get the code snippet and insert it yourself 
 The code snippet should be copied to the web page where visitors go after 

taking the desired action you're tracking (like a Thank You Page).  For 
accurate tracking, make sure every visitor is sent to the confirmation page 
after completing the desired action and the visitor who didn't make it will 
not reach the confirmation page where you inserted the conversion 
tracking code.  

 In your HTML editor, paste the conversion tracking code just above the 
</body > tag of the confirmation page. 
 

How to track sales from a shopping cart 
 For sales tracking from your shopping cart, have your webmaster configure 

your sales tracking to successfully record the total amount your visitors 
spent.  

 Test conversion tracking 
 

There are 2 ways to test successful set up of your web pages conversion 
tracking  

 Search for your keyword on Google, when your ad shows, click on it 
and perform the desired action. 

 Wait for a real visitor to convert 
 

Your new conversion metrics 
Once the tool has been completely set up and the conversion tracking snippet 
placed on the page right after the conversion page where the visitor performs the 
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desired action, you will see the following new columns added in your "Campaign 
Management" tab.  
Conv. - short for conversions. This column tells how many conversions were 
generated.  1-per-click signifies the number of conversions that Google tracks 
from a single click.  
Cost/Conv. - This new metric tracks the average cost you spent on Adwords for 
each conversion. The numbers allow you to calculate how much to spend on 
each click to earn a good ROI. 
 
Conv. Rate - This metric represents the percent of visitors from that campaign, 
ad group, ad, or keyword who converted.   
Example: Out of 100 website visitors, 3 have purchased a product (converted) 
this means that your conversion rate is 3%. 
 
Conversion tracking limitations 
 Cookies - conversion tracking relies on a technology called cookies which 

Google places on searcher's computers. Your conversion rate may falsely 
decrease because cookies can be deleted or blocked by users. Thus, it is 
essential to confirm the number of conversions from your shopping cart or 
email management figures.   
 
Google may be clueless in tracking the conversion process completed on 
different browsers. That's why it takes careful evaluation of less converting 
keywords before finally putting them aside. 
 

 Click attribution -when a searcher didn't make a purchase the first time 
he clicked your ad and after a few days, clicks your ad again using a 
different keyword to make a purchase, Google may attribute the click to the 
last keyword. 

 

How to Track Multiple Types of Conversions 
Tracking multiple types of conversions can be quite complicated. A single 
customer who converted twice may be counted by Google as 1 to the 1 -per-click 
column. This is one of the problems that advertisers may encounter with tracking 
multiple conversion types which can affect ROI - decision making about all the 
elements in your ad. You can solve this by breaking the data out by type by going 
to the "Conversions" page. You can also view a detailed and useful data in the 
"Dimensions" tab. 
 
Tracking offline Conversions 
 
 
 

“The key to tracking offline conversions is to identify which keywords 

and ads attracted visitors to call you in order to buy a product.” 
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This can be challenging, but Adwords conversion tracking can help you 
determine which landing page they were sent to and which keyword triggered 
their calls provided you employ some tactics.   
 
Phone calls don't get counted by your tracking tool. This is one of the reasons 
why you have to give room for error in tracking your conversions. But there are  
 
 
ways to get them counted. Connecting a call tracking software to your Adwords 
account is one of the easy ways to solve this problem. 
 
Another way to track offline conversions is to manually capture a visitor's e-mail 
address and then send them to a valuable page that contains a tracking code on 
your website.   
 
 

 How To Set Up Your First Campaign 
The success of your Adwords campaign is determined largely because of 
the campaign and conversion metrics that are measurable. These metrics 

show you which element of your advertising campaign to improve.  
 
However, the structure of your campaign is also a big thing to make sure you 
reach your prospects efficiently at a cost that you can make back profitably.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Create an outline for your account 
Embarking on a paid advertising campaign with Google Adwords requires an 
advertiser's serious effort and thought. No matter how sizable the amount of your 
budget is, it will only lead to a quick cash-burn without serious thought on making 
back what you have invested.   
 
But when you treat create a strategic outline for your business, you can be sure 
no single penny is wasted. It can be a very profitable online advertising tool to 
reach new customers and dig out new niches with matching, cost-effective ads. 
 
How to create your Adwords outline 
If you're a product-based business, the best way to start creating your outline is 
to identify different campaigns for grouped items in different price ranges, from 

7 

“The best way to do this is to master your useful settings, budgeting 
and setting bid prices, choosing which networks to show your ads, 

finding potential markets and frequency of displaying your ads.” 
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the highest price range to the lowest. This can be carried out by sorting product 
line price points and grouping together products with similar values. 
  
This process allows you to further identify subcategories of your campaigns and 
ultimately make it easier to determine which keywords are the best converting 
and reduce bids for keywords that satisfy your ROI requirements. In the process, 
you can create different campaigns for brand-specific keywords and reduce bid 
values for generic keywords. 

How to write ads and choose profitable keywords 
Start creating ads with keywords 
In the meantime while you're still starting out, begin with  keywords that are short, 
broad and surround it with square brackets to tell Google that you only want your 
ads to show only when a searcher types in exactly the same as you typed them 
for easy management purposes. 
 
Write at least 2 ads 
The reason for writing multiple ads is for you to test which ad or ad messages are 
converting the best for the same traffic. When you've identified which one 
performs best in the market, create a new ad and test it against the previous 
winning ad.  Rinse and repeat as you keep optimizing your campaign to 
profitability.  
 
Don't forget to adjust your campaign settings 
By default, Google sets your ads to the more expensive settings. But since you're 
just getting started, your ads are doomed to fail with a little budget.  Therefore, 
you need to change the settings so you'll have more control over your ads and 
make sure that you stay within the budget range. 
 

How to create your first active campaign 
 Log in to your Adwords account and go to the "Campaigns" tab then click 

the "New Campaign" button. Google has available settings for your new 
campaign but you need to load your own settings for easy control.  

 Enter New Campaign Name. For easy accessibility, it is advisable to name 
your campaign according to the description of the content of your 
campaign, followed by the network type, and the average cost you are 
willing to spend. 

 Select Locations and Languages. Select the country of target customers 
and their language. 

 Select "Networks and Devices." Select "Let Me Choose" radio button and 
keep away from Search Partners, Display Network and mobile devices 
options as you're just getting started.  
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 Set your bidding and budget. Stick to manual bidding for click and your 
budget. Then choose the Standard: "Show ads evenly over time" under 
"Delivery Method" option. 

 Skip ad extensions at this point 
 Specify ad delivery options 
 Hit "Save and Continue" button 

 

How to create your first ad group 
Now that you've created your first campaign, 
 Pick a name for your first ad group and enter the first few ads that you've 

created in your outline. 
 Fill up the fields with exactly what you've created in your outline, and enter 

your keywords in exact match in the keywords text box. 
 Enter the Max. CPC (maximum cost per click) as your default bid which 

you can later adjust individually. 
 Save the ad group 

 

How to create additional ads 
 In your Adwords account, Go to "Ad tab”, then "New Ad" button ,select 

"Text Ad", then replace the auto-filled text with your second ad 
 To preview- Click the "Save Ad" button under Ad Writing section 
 If you need to test more ads, simply repeat the process 

 
 
 
 
 

Why choose a Network based on your goals? 
The recommended network settings assume that the goal of creating an ad 
campaign is to test a group of keywords to determine the right ads that turn your 
website visitors into customers. However, if you've already followed these 
strategies and still your advertising effort does not yield profitable results, your 
goals may require different network settings. 
 
The Search Network - when your site generates leads not sales through your 
opt-in form, the Display setting may be a better option.  However, Search 
campaign is still advisable if you're just starting out to test the profitability or 
unprofitability of keywords before investing in Search Engine Optimization.  The 
Search Network is basically the ideal place to test the effectiveness of your 
website, because this is the place for searchers. 
 

“Tip: For a low traffic market, just stick to single split testing one ad at 
a time.  Remember to set your Destination URL to the page most 
relevant to your prospects' searches.” 
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The Display Network - when the search volume for your products is very low, 
the Display Network is the better place to reach prospects who would be 
interested in your keywords. 
 

The most strategic way to your campaign's initial success 
 
 
The Search Network and Exact Match keywords clearly reveal what you're 
getting and how much each element contributes to your success.  
 
When you're already familiar with the basic campaign, the next possible 
steps to take will be to 
 Add the Search Partners network to your existing campaign 
 Copy your first campaign and change all the keywords to Phrase Match 
 Copy your first campaign and change all the keywords to Broad Match 
 Copy your first campaign and change the network from Search to Display 
 Copy your Display Network campaign and replace text ads with image ads 
 Copy your first campaign and change the network from computers to 

mobile devices 
 
 

 How To Write Attractive Ads 
Google only allows 130 characters, including spaces in a text ad. Therefore, 
you need to tell a story that compels your prospects to choose your ad over 

other ads on Google's search pages. Writing effective ads is truly not easy for 
everyone. 
 
 
 
 
There are multiple goals in writing your ads 
 To attract qualified prospects 
 Discourage the wrong market from clicking your ad 
 Set your visitor's expectation so they'll be compelled to visit your site 

 
In a hyper-competitive market, careful creation of effective ads and application of 
some techniques are crucial in accomplishing these goals. 
 

How to write Ads in 2 different networks 
Write ads in the Search Network 

8 
“Adwords advertising requires writing different types of ads that must 

be based on the network where you intend to display them.” 
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The Search Network is the place where searchers look for answers to their 
problems. If your ad is to appear to the searcher audience, the challenge is to 
write an ad that tells them you have what they're looking for.  
 
When you use the Search network you will need to create ads that understand 
and respond to the searchers intent. Your keyword determines the need of your 
market while your ad is the message that tells them where to go to get the 
answers.  
 
Stand out in the crowded search pages 
In creating your ad for the search pages, the most important thing to keep in 
mind is to encourage the searchers to choose you over other ads from organic 
search listings. 
 
Write ads in the Display Network 
Creating ads for prospects that are on somebody else's website where your 
target is reading blogs/articles, browsing through pictures or playing games is 
really challenging. 
   
Display networks show ads that attempt to interrupt a prospect and persuade him 
to visit a particular website. Thus, ads meant for these networks should be 
compelling enough to steal the attention of a prospect that has no intention to 
search for anything. 
 
 
 
 
 
Analyze your competition 
There are important matrices in making a competitive analysis of your 
competition.  Using this approach can help you find new ideas that your 
competitors haven't yet discovered in the world of advertising because the data 
clearly tells everything you want to know. 
 
How to analyze your competition  
 First, search for your top 5 to 10 keywords and print the results pages. You 

may want to do this for at least five competitors per keyword.  
 Then create a table as your competitors show the following:  

 
URL - the domain of the URL which identifies each ad 
Offer - what is the type of offer that searchers get when they click a particular 
ad? Is it a product or a service? 

“Tip: If your keyword choices won't be able to weed out non prospects, 
let your ads do the job before you're charged with the cost of their 
clicks.” 
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Features - what facts are obvious about the offer? Is it the price, selection, years 
in business, free shipping, brand names? 
Call to Action- what are the reasons that could influence the searcher to make 
an action?  Words such as "proven", "authentic" and "original" are intended to 
help a doubtful searcher to click the ad. 
Big difference -what makes your ad unique from the rest of the ads that show 
up in those result pages? 
Voice - if your prospects were to hear your ad spoken, will they hear the voice of 
someone whom they can trust? 
Keyword - does your keyword appear in those ads? 
 

How to position your offer better 
 
 
 
 
 
Your goal now is to create an ad that the rest haven't created yet, of course, it 
should be an ad that connects you with your market through an offer that is 
different from the rest of the competing ads. Use the data in your market 
research to uncover ideas that no one has ever discovered yet. This can help 
you position in unique ways based on what your market is likely looking for. 
 
There are 3 ways to position your ads better 
 Claim a slice of the market - if your product has a wide market potential, 

narrowing down and initially focusing on smaller segments can effectively 
help you position better and own them. 
 

 Make a better first offer - offering a first offer such as free samples, 
demonstration, video or advice can effectively compel clicks from 
prospects that haven't yet decided on making a purchase. 
 

 Offer more empathy - making an effort to understand how your market 
feels about their concerns can help create better ads that are in tune to 
their feelings. You can create a better description of your ads by visualizing 
your prospects and getting inside their head. 

 
 
 
 
 
How to motivate action with a 4 -line ad? 

“Your competition analysis can help you better position your offer. The 
matrices are potential bases for creating an ad that stands out with a 
benefit driven headline.” 

“Tip: Regardless of what you sell, you can get an idea on how to 
position better in the Search Market because the searchers are looking 

for something that provides solution to their problem.” 
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Understand their story. Understanding the conversation that just took place in the 
mind of your prospect as he is typing the keyword that brought your ad to them 
will likely trigger his click. You can motivate action from your prospects by 
accomplishing the "selling cycle" process. Remember AIDA? Attention, Interest, 
Desire, Action. 
 
Grab your prospects attention through your headline  
Attention grabbing headlines include 
 Name your product (example: Non-invasive snoring remedies) 
 Understand their itch (example: Cluttered living space?) 
 Get into their situation with a provocative question (example: Suffering 

from PMS for years?) 
 Make a big promise (example: Get healthier hair in 7 days) 
 Offer unbiased information (example: Sunscreen Reviews)  

 
Generate interest and desire through description lines 
There is no single formula for effective ad writing, what matters most with writing 
effective ads that compel clicks is to make sure all the elements are focused 
toward your visitors' search intent. 
 
Create a compelling call to action  
Your goal here is to get the right prospects to click your ad and the best 
technique to compel a click is to offer something in exchange for action and 
create a sense of urgency. Include your phone number if you're aiming for phone 
calls. 
 
Make an offer with action words 
Motivating action with your offer by using action words such as "order", "get", 
"buy", "call", "sign up", "try", "download" and  passive words such "see", 
"compare", "discover", "learn" "view" can help your visitor decide. 
Example: Get a Quote Today 
 
Stir up a desire with urgency qualifiers 
Using urgency words like "now", "today" "by" (date) can help compel immediate 
action.  
 
Create a voice for your ad 
Advertisers often need to test different voices to see which one is promptly 
recognized by the market. Your ad can either be excited, clinical, funny, angry, 
exasperated and excited as long as you convey a genuine voice. 
 

How to stand out visually in a sea of ads? 
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Standing out in a sea of ads is really challenging. In addition to your offer and 
unique selling proposition, you can make your ad look different by 

 Including the keyword in your headline and in your description and URL 
 Adding subdomains and subdirectories. Adding keywords or subdomains 

and subdirectories can accurately drive traffic to the specific page or 
directory where you intend to send your customers. 

 
 Extended headline. Google sometimes extends the headline when ads 

appear in the premium position. Thus, your first description line should be 
a complete sentence so Google can determine it as a full sentence. 

 Inserting of dynamic keywords. The use of special format for dynamically 
inserting your keywords is a great money and time- saving technique in 
showing your ads to different targets.  

 Ad extensions. Remember, you can use Google-provided extensions to 
make your ads more different.  
 
Ad extensions include  

 Call extensions with Call Metrics - a new line with flat fee for Google-                 
provided phone number.  

 Call extensions for mobile - an additional line with your phone 
number that allows customers to automate dialing from a mobile 
phone. 

 Product extensions - lets you show images of your products by 
connecting your Adwords account to Google's merchant center. 

 Local extensions -local campaigns can extend links to your address, 
phone number and map location. 

 Site links -extra links to your other  web pages which come in three 
formats (two lines, one line and embedded) 

 
Read the Google ads rules 
It pays to take a moment to go through Google's ad rules particularly about the 
following 
 Punctuation  
 Capitalization 
 Spelling and Grammar 
 Copyright and trademark usage 
 No offensive language policy 
 Competitive claims 
 Links  
 Offers  
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To learn more about Google's Adwords policy visit: 
http://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1316548
&rd=2 
 

Innovations in Google's Ad Formats 
As a result of Google's constant research, other ad formats have become 
possible for advertisers. 
 
Image ads 
Image ads are graphical files that display on content sites, but not on Google's or 
its search partners results pages. Image ads generally generate higher CTR's but 
the rate of sales conversion is lower than text ads. 
 
Mobile text ads 
Prospects that are always on the go can now be reached through smart mobile 
phones with mobile text ads. Just make sure to have a smart phone-friendly 
website if your ad includes a link. 
 
Click to call 
This feature allows the searcher to call you directly by clicking the number in your 
ad. 
 
Video ads 
You can also create a video ad that appears in the Display Network. Simply go to 
the "Ads" tab, click the "New Ads" button and click the "Display Ad Builder." To 
learn more about how to create eye-catching video ads, visit Google's online 
demo at http://www.google.com/ads/displaynetwork/plan-creative-
campaigns/dab-demo.html.  
 
 

 How To Create Landing Pages 
Landing pages are the pages where your visitors are sent after clicking your 
ad.  The relevance of your keywords and ads which point to your landing 

pages is a key factor. These pages should fulfill the promise stated in your ads. 
The goal of each landing page is to build an instant connection with your 
prospects and please all three types of audience. It is there to show you 
understand their need and ready to provide the solution. 
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“The design, the images, the text, the loading speed, the opportunities 
for interaction and all other elements are crucial elements to persuade 

visitors to stay or hit the back button.” 
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There are three types of landing page audiences  

 Your visitor 

 The Google spider 

 Google's Human Reviewer 
 

Consider relevance based on your keywords 
 
 
Your keywords represent the desires of your search visitors. Similar desires are 
grouped into ad groups. You drive traffic from each ad group to a landing page 
that is dedicated to satisfy that group of desires. Therefore, everything about the 
ad copy should also be the same with your website copy.  You can use the 
power of all the specific pages in your website based on the keywords they have 
suggested and the ad that triggered their visit. 
 
Types of landing pages  

 Product-focused - a landing page that takes visitors to the most specific 
product you offer based on your keyword and ad that triggered the visit. 

 Concept-focused - a landing page that serves as the final destination of 
keywords that either describes the searcher's problem or a potential 
solution.   
 

A landing page that pleases your visitors 
The landing page must give what the customer wants as introduced by your ad. 
When your prospects have already recognized the problem and are convinced by 
your offered solution the "Buy" call to action must be big and obvious.  
 
 
 
 
 

It should appear above the fold to get it right in front of the customer. When there 
is a need for further convincing, you must first identify key objections and 
address them one by one. You may want to explain further if prospects aren't 
clear on the product yet. 
 
For prospects that have already understood the product but are still unclear 
about the benefits, you can further paint the big picture with customer 
testimonials, endorsements, video demonstrations and benefits in a bullet form of 
presentation. 
 
How to further convince your prospect  
Agitate the problem 

“The goal of your landing page is to satisfy the desire of your 
prospects by fulfilling what your ad promises.” 
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In some cases, agitating the problem can help you create an ad that calls for a 
prospect's immediate action. 
 
Guide your readers with a headline 
The headline can be your shortcut to relevance that motivates the reader to read 
the next messages. 
 
 
Establish credibility 
Ways to establish credibility 
 Overall look and feel which refers to the design of your landing page. 
 Specific visual cues. These are graphical elements that add credibility by 

association such as credit card logos, shippers, credit card processors, 
website certifications and business accreditations. Shipping and refund 
policies and privacy policy including multiple contact options can also be 
reassuring.  

 

A landing page that pleases the spiders 
Demonstrate relevance   
With Google Advertising, "relevance" is the name of the game.  For landing 
pages, it means the content of your page should closely match with your 
keywords. Your landing page title tag must be crafted in a way that it also 
pleases the spiders. 
 

A landing page that pleases the Google reviewer 
In most cases, the Google reviewer intervenes when there is something on your 
landing page that signals a red or yellow flag.  
 
Generally, a landing page that is pleasing to most audiences has  
 Upfront valuable offer without asking anything in return 
 Well-designed pages, professional photos, and good color schemes.  
 Proof and trust elements such as logos of media outlets that featured your 

products.  
 No hype offers 

 

How to define the Most Desirable Action (MDA) for your 
landing page 
The Most Desirable Action refers to the action that you want your visitors to take 
for that page. There are several possible actions that you want your visitor to 
complete after he clicks your ad. It could be to complete a form, request a phone 
call, watch a video demo and engage in a live chat. 
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For e-commerce  
For this business model, the MDA for your landing page is to get your visitors to 
click the "Buy" button. In this case, using the ladder of awareness to indicate the 
level of conversion could be a good strategy to persuade them. 
 
For lead generation  
 
If you intend to generate leads, your goal is to get your visitors to fill up your "opt-
in" form. High opt-in rate can be achieved by giving away something of value and 
making it a logical step to develop relationship, offering visitors something they 
really want and reassuring them that their personal information will not be sold 
and used in any other ways. 
 
Move your visitors using a time-tested Sales Formula 
 Attention, Interest, Desire and Action (AIDA) has long been proven as an 
effective sales formula. Adding another step we call "Safety" can bridge the gap 
between Google and the unpredictable online environment.  Applying this 
formula could also boost conversion rates to your search-driven landing page. 
 
Add video to your landing pages  
Video is more attractive than text and images.  Including a video at the front and 
center of your landing page provides solution to possible web page problems. 
 

How to sell your most desired action 
Now that you've outlined your sales process, your next big challenge is to lead 
your prospects to do the desired action.  
 
The bullet fix   
Effective sales copy always emphasizes vital points with bullets.  Bullets are a 
great tool to highlight and stretch the gaps between your visitors' mind and their 
real situations. 
 
Turn features into benefits 
Translating features into benefits brings the facts of your offer to life and tells 
customers what your offer means to them.  
 
Provoke your prospect's curiosity 
Provoking the curiosity of your prospects can be carried out in several ways.  
Creating teasers, questions and warning sentences are some of the most 
effective ways to apply interest for your landing pages. 
 
Include third-party testimonials 
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Third party testimonials are often believable, polite and benefit-based. They can 
help sell more than you think. 
 
Provide clear instructions in the "Call to Action" 
Providing clear instructions in the call to action is one of the best practices in the 
conversion process. 
 
 
 

 How To Manage Your Adwords Campaign 
Save time with Adwords Editor 
The Adwords Editor is a free desktop tool from Google. This is a great 

feature that enables advertisers to save time working even in places where 
internet connection is not available. Most of what you can see and do in the 
online Adwords are also available offline in the Adwords Editor. To download and 
install the Adwords Editor, visit http://www.google.com/intl/en/adwordseditor/ 
 
 
 
 
How to enter your campaigns into Adwords Editor 
 Select "Open Account" from "File" menu 
 Click the" Add Account" button 
 Enter your account e-mail and password in the next window and click 

"Next" (Google with ask you to specify which account to download) 
 Select "All Campaigns" and hit "OK" 

 
The Editor will display all your campaigns and ad groups as folders in the left 
column and table rows in the main body. 
 

Add your Campaigns Statistics 
After downloading your inputs, you need to download your account statistics in 
order to manage your bids using the Editor. 
 
To display the data on clicks, impressions, click-through rate and other 
columns in the last 30 days 
 Click the "View Statistics" button at the top center of the "Adwords Editor" 

window 
 Select "Whole Account" from the list 
 Select "Last 30 Days" from the list of date ranges 
 Enter log in information, hit the "Next" button  
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“Adwords Editor allows advertisers to manage their account offline.” 
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To manage bids using your conversion data, you need to add the columns 
to show the following columns 

 Conv. (conversion, 1-per-click )  

 Conv. Rate (conversion rate, 1-per-click ) 

 Cost/Conv.  (1-per-click) 
 

Why clone your existing campaign? 
Cloning of campaigns is usually done when you need to target a separate market 
or use a different campaign level. This method enables the advertiser to get the 
data of a specific geo-targeted market. In the past, cloning of campaigns is a 
time-consuming task, but with Adwords Editor, this job could only take a few 
minutes. 
 
To clone an existing campaign 
 Go the "Campaigns" tab and select the campaign you wish to clone 
 From the "Edit" menu, Choose "Copy" from the list 
 From the "Edit" menu, choose "Paste" from the list 

(The area to edit the copied campaign is at the bottom of the editor) 
 A new row in the data table with the newly created campaign will show. An 

error icon will also show prompting that your new campaign has the same 
name as an existing campaign.   

 Name the campaign to a new name that shows your new settings 
 

To change your campaign settings 
 At the bottom of your Adwords Editor, click the "Edit Selected Campaigns" 
 Click the "Edit link" next to "Location Targeting" at the bottom right 
 From the pop-up window, select the countries, regions, areas and cities 

that you want for your campaigns to target  
 Click "Ok" to confirm the new settings 

 
How to make bulk changes to your account 
After changing to the new settings for targeting a separate market, you can 
change everything in the new campaign including your ads, keywords and URL's.  
 
Here's how to make the changes 
 Select the new campaign from your list of campaigns on the left 
 Select the "Keywords" tab and click anywhere in the keyword list to select 

a row 
 From the "Edit" menu, choose "Select All" from the list 
 Click the small "Replace text" link at the bottom left 
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 In the "Replace Text" dialog box, enter the word you want to change in the 
"Find Text" field. You may need to uncheck the "Match Whole Words Only" 
box 

 Enter the new keyword 
 Click the "Find Matches" button to make replacements 
 Confirm text replacement by clicking the "Replace All" button in the 

warning window 
 

To upload a new campaign 
 
 Look for the + sign to the element row to identify the new campaigns that 

you have added via Adwords Editor. Changed elements are bolded so you 
can easily identify them.  

 Upload your changes by clicking the "Post Changes" button with the blue 
up-arrow sign at the top of the editor 

 After reviewing the details of your changes, click the "Post" button at the 
top of the window 
 

For more information about creating backups for your account, visit 
http://support.google.com/adwords/editor/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=30545&
ctx=cb&src=cb&cbid=-1w2y3dsf27t5f 
 

How to manage your bids using Adwords Editor 
Managing your bids via Adwords Editor enables you to quickly lower or raise 
keyword bids. 
 
Campaign naming 
Naming your campaigns is one of the best practices that can help you save time 
and effort using the Editor.  
 
If you're an Adwords beginner, there are only four campaign distinctions to  
deal with in managing your bids  

 Network 

 Match Type 

 Location 

 Value of a conversion 
 
Monthly bid managing 
For most beginners, managing of bids on a monthly basis is a better practice to 
generate actionable data.  
 
Bid management actions include: 
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 Lower bids that are too high. The Editor will automatically lower the bid by 
the percentage you specify.  

 Manage non-converting keywords to eliminate wasteful spending 
 Raise bids that are too low. This is ideally done two weeks after lowering 

bids on previously expensive keywords. 
 

Changing bids for Display Network Campaigns 
In the Display Network, managing of bids is not applicable on the keyword level. 
Managing of bids for Display Campaigns is done on the ad group level. 
 
Managing of campaigns every 6 months 
For some, keywords that generate relatively few clicks, monthly maintenance is 
usually not applicable. It is best done every six months using the six months 
data. 
 
 

 Keywords Management For Campaign 
Improvement  
Why manage your ad's keywords? 

Keywords represent the intent of searchers. Your search market responds to 
your ads based on your keywords. Keywords may vary based on locations.  
Finding the right keywords and reviving poorly performing keywords for your 
various markets are actually vital steps to improve your campaigns. 
 
Basically, there are three methods in keyword finding 

 Exact match 

 Phrase match 

 Broad match 
 

Keeping and removing your keywords  
Your keywords are either making money or losing money. They are optimized for 
profitability. You either reduce bids or increase bids for your keywords to make 
profits.  
 
There are three primary goals in improving your keyword performance: 
 Make keywords profitable 
 Optimize your keyword's performance 
 Drive as much traffic as possible for performing keywords 

 
The four important metrics that can help troubleshoot keyword problems 
 Impressions  
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Refers to the times when your ads show up in the results pages. Your daily 
budget, low quality score and low ad rank - these are three things that 
might affect your impression count.  
 

To find out if you have an impression rate problem, let the Impression 
Share column show the figures 

 In your Adwords account, go to "All Online Campaigns" page 
 Click the "Columns" button and Select "Customize Columns" 
 Under Competitive Metrics" header, Select the "Impr. Share, Lost IS 

(Budget), Lost IS (Rank )" check boxes and click "Save" 
 
 Clicks (CTR)   

When your ad shows in response to a keyword, the next challenge is to 
compel searchers to click through to your website. Your keywords are 
clicked when the searcher finds out in your ad that it has what he is looking 
for. Keywords don't generate clicks when ads are irrelevant or are poorly 
ranked. 
 

 Conversions (conversion rate)  
When the conversion rate is low and the keyword generates more clicks, it 
may mean something is wrong between the promise of the ad and the 
fulfillment of the promise on the page where the searcher was sent.  
Connecting the two may solve the problem. 
 

 Return on Investment (ROI)  
You may have lots of traffic and good CTR but the conversion is just not 
enough to make back the cost of each click. The best way to solve this is 
by pointing your keywords to better ads or write ads with negative 
qualifiers such as price and other disincentives. 
 
 
 

 

 

Identify poorly performing keywords 
Google ranks keywords for quality on a scale of 1-10. Low quality keywords are 
penalized by raising the minimum bid price in order to display on the first page of 
results pages. 
 
Here's how to check the Quality Score of your keywords on your 
"Keywords" tab 

“When your ad generates a good number of clicks, it means that your 
keywords and ads are doing a great job of connecting with each 
other.” 
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 Click the "Columns" button, and select the Customize Columns from the 
list 

 Look for the "Qual. Score" check box then click the "Save" button at the 
bottom 

If your keywords are scored 1 or 2, the problem is your website. You need to fix 
website problems first before going further. 
 
Though it’s not always the case, if your keyword's quality score is 3 or higher, the 
possible factor to pay attention to is the CTR. In this case, the probable solution 
is to move your keyword to a new ad group, write a completely new ad with a 
message that specifically targets the keyword and finally link that ad to a new 
landing page targeted for that specific group of searchers. 
 

How to find new keywords 
When you're still starting out on building an ad campaign, you'll constantly in the 
mode of searching for new, potentially profitable keywords to include. 
 
Google provides advertisers with 2 data sources to use in finding new 
keywords 
 The actual search terms 

Your ad displays for different search term combinations based on your 
phrase-matched and broad-matched keywords. You can have the actual 
search terms shown in your Adwords account.  
 

To show the actual search terms on your Adwords account 
 Simply go to the "Keywords" tab and select your desired date range by 

clicking the down arrow that follows your selected date range 
 Select "Custom Date Range" and manually set start and end dates in the 

calendar function. For those who are just getting started with Adwords, 
start with the "All Time" option.  

 Click the see the "Search Terms" button and select ""All from the list.  Now 
you can review the list and add a keyword from the list or exclude a 
keyword from showing. 

 
 Current pages 

You can get a list of keyword suggestions to add to your own list of 
keywords based on contents and performance of your current campaigns. 
 

How to enable display of the opportunities list 
 Select the "Opportunities" tab 
 Scroll down to the "Keyword ideas" section 
 Select any link under the Idea column to see the keyword 
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Keywords are automatically added to the campaign or ad group that triggered the 
suggestion. However, if you want to add a keyword to a different campaign or ad 
group, simply click the campaign/ad group in the right column and select a 
different choice.   
 
You will also have an option to specify the match type of the keyword you're  
adding. Just click the keyword to bring up the match type list. 
 

Other keyword tools 
Google Keyword Tool 
Using other sources such as your website and your competitors' site, you can 
also show relevant keyword suggestions that you haven't discovered yet.  The 
Google Keyword Tool is a great source for more keyword suggestions. 
 
Content about your industry 
Magazines, blogs and articles about your industry are also great sources of new 
keywords. 
 
Google Analytics tool 
This tool measures the performance of your website. Other benefits you get from 
this powerful tool are new keywords in the form of search terms that sent visitors 
to your site. You can set up the Google Analytics Tool directly from the 
"Reporting and Tools" tab in your Adwords account.  
  

How to separate keywords by Match Type 
Exact match 
It is highly advisable to use exact match keywords when you begin your ad 
campaigns in the Search Network. Obviously because this network is restrictive 
giving you more control over the traffic since you're getting only the search terms 
that exactly matches your keywords, which can potentially generate more CTR 
and ROI than any other any type of traffic. 
 
Phrase match 
Cloning your exact match campaign is ideally done when it is already working. 
Since phrase match keywords generate less qualified traffic. You now need to 
lower your maximum cost-per-click (Max CPC) bids by 25 percent of your exact 
match bids to achieve the same conversions. Allow a couple of days to generate 
traffic before you explore the broad match environment. 
 
In chapter 10 you learned that cloning of multiple campaigns and changing of 
keyword match types now only takes minutes with Adwords Editor. 
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Broad Match 
When your phrase match gets into the profitable level, you can further expand to 
the most permissive keyword format, the broad match type. Use the Editor again 
to clone your phrase match campaign, modify the match type and finally, adjust 
your bids down since you will get lower quality of traffic in this match type. 
 
Advanced match type 
Advanced match type is actually a modified broad match. It is a relatively new 
Google introduction to connect whatever is missing between the phrase match 
and broad match. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to employ negative keywords 
Google returns practically everything when your positive phrase and broad match 
keywords are used in searches.  
 
This is one of the biggest challenges of using these match types because it 
attracts unwanted traffic. But when you use negative keywords, it's like telling 
Google that your keywords should only appear to your most desired searchers.  
Positive keywords bring traffic while negative keywords filter your searchers. 
 
As you venture into phrase and broad match types, your ads may appear in 
different contexts and thus will show to the wrong people. Negative keywords can 
then be used to discourage clicks from unwanted visitors. 
 
How to use negative keywords 
 Use the negative keywords to profit from phrase and broad match 

keywords.  
 Develop negative keyword ideas 
 Determine who are not your customers 
 Build a negative keyword list based on the actual search terms 
 Search for negative keywords from Google 

 
How to add negative keywords 
Simply add negative keywords to your list in your Adwords account by navigating 
to the "Keywords" tab from an ad group and adding them by typing a hyphen (-) 
before a word or phrase. 
 
Advanced negative keywords 

“Tip: Your initial bid adjustments are only starting bids. It is a good 
practice to adjust individual keyword bids as part of your campaign 

management for higher relevance.” 
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Just as what you do with exact, phrase and broad match keywords, you can also 
apply it to negative keywords. If you need to disqualify other keywords in your 
list, simply insert a hyphen before enclosing the word or phrase with brackets. 
 

The keyword management principle 
As you keep adding more keywords, your ads may go to a level that is difficult to 
manage. Applying a management principle where 20 percent of your keywords 
lead to 80 percent of positive results can help you stay on track. This means that 
you only have to pay extra care and attention to a few keywords separately while 
the majority will be managed massively. 
 
There are only three types of keywords that need special attention 
 Keywords with high cost and few or no conversions.  

These keywords can consume your advertising budget with more clicks but 
few conversions. 

 Keywords with high costs and high conversions.  
You can make the most of these keywords by putting them in their own ad 
groups and create ads that are optimized for these keywords. 

 Keywords with low position.  
Bids usually kick them away from the first page of search results. 
 

 

 How To Take Control Of Your Local Market 
Google is both a local and a national/global search engine. When its 
algorithm thinks that a searcher is conducting a local search, it shows 

up local search results and global search results when it detects that a searcher 
is conducting a World Wide Web search depending on the keyword used by a 
searcher.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
When Google is in a local mode, it displays results that show maps, instant dial 
phone numbers, addresses and reviews.  With these tools and programs for local 
search, local businesses can make the most of Adwords. Isn't this a logical step 
before starting your SEO activities?  
 

Understand the search intentions of your local market 
Most searches in the local market come from nearby locations where the 
searcher gets what he needs at that very moment. Most of the searchers are 

12 

“In addition to CTR's and conversions data, running a local exact 
match Adwords campaign can also provide you with knowledge about 
actual search volume, which determines the best keywords to optimize 

for your business and take control of your local market.” 
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people on the go. Thus, local advertisers should craft their ads that lead to a 
landing page that is short and direct to the point.  The goal of local advertisers is 
to instantly gratify the immediate need of the searchers. 
 
 
The difference between local search and national search 
 much less traffic 
 metrics take longer time to accumulate 
 less risk 
 growing mobile local searches 
 Click to Call feature is ready for local searchers to call you right from your 

ad. (Only if your campaign is mobile enabled.) 
 

Make the most of Google+ (Formerly Google Places) 
Google+ places lets you create a local listing for your business. This is where 
searchers can find an interactive map of your business location, your business 
hours, phone numbers, coupons, updates and customer reviews. To get your 
business listed on Google+ Places, visit http://www.google.com/places/ 
 
 
 
 
 
It also pays to be a little creative in filling out the description field and try to find a 
category available in the list. It is also best that your Places and your Adwords 
are under the same Google account for easy connection. Try to make a serious 
effort to upload a few photos or a video to your page. They are powerful 
materials that help make your business more engaging. 
 

Take advantage of Adwords Express for your local business 
If you're a local business owner who wants to use Adwords without going through 
the grunt work of keyword research and dealing with CTR's including your 
bidding strategies, Adwords Express may be right for you. Express allows you to 
create an ad campaign automatically through a simple wizard. All you need to do 
is to name your categories, write an ad and choose a maximum daily budget. 
 

Set up local campaigns 
Just like running national ad campaigns, your bids still need you to manage them 
to make your local marketing profitable. The different keyword match types, 
networks and devices that appeal to visitors of varied interest in your product, 
also need your attention.  
 

“Tip: Fill out all the data fields with accurate information to give 
Google enough reason to rank your Places page on local search 
results and for your customers to choose you over your competitors.” 
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There is a need to identify your traffic sources through separate ad campaigns 
based on value. What you learned in chapter 10 (how to manage your adwords 
campaign) is still applicable here. 
 
 
Here are some of the important settings for your local campaigns 

 Location settings 
Most local campaigns are limited to a city or metro area level.  What you 
need to do is to check the boxes of your desired city or metro area under 
the "Locations" button in your Adwords account. You can click the "Select 
One" or "More Other Locations" to select or deselect multiple locations for 
different levels.  
 

 Network settings 
The Search and Display Networks have different ad and landing page 
strategies, you have to choose only one at this point by deselecting the 
Display Network. Just click the "Edit" link under networks to edit this 
setting. 

 

 Device settings 
For now, just deselect the "Mobile Devices with Full Browsers" check box 
to limit the traffic to search. 
 

 Ad extension settings  
To set your location extensions 
 Select "Extend My Ads with Location Information" 
 Select "Use Addresses from a Google Places Account" 
 Select the icon that will appear in your ad 

 

 Phone number extensions 
The phone number that you have entered in your Google Places account 
won't cost you anything. But if you want Google to assist you in tracking 
the traffic from phone calls, you can add the Call Metrics that comes with a 
Google provided toll-free number which appears in your ads for a charge 
of $1.00 each call. 

 

How to configure your first local ad group 
The first thing you do in creating your local ad group is to decide on a keyword 
strategy. You either want to start with the exact match strategy or the broad 
match strategy. But since a local ad is geo-targeted, you don't need to include 
the place names in your exact keywords because Google will still return local 
results even if your keywords do not mention your location. 
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The high-volume keywords strategy 
In the broad match strategy, you can take a little risk for your local campaign by 
bidding on the highest-volume keywords and monitor their performance including 
the search queries that match them as days go by.  
 
This strategy allows you to find surprising keyword ideas that are potentially 
profitable. This is because Google can substitute keywords they see as relevant 
since it is broad matched. But of course it would depend if you're ready to take 
the risk and your understanding on the intent of the searcher. 
 
 
 
 
 
Pick up the Google suggested keywords 
When you write an ad with a URL of your website, Google scans your site and 
automatically brings up a list of keyword suggestions listed by category. To add 
these suggested keywords to your list, simply click the "Add All From This 
Category" link or manually add them by clicking the "Add" link. 
 

Create more local campaigns 
The next thing you'll likely do once your ad has achieved profitability is to create 
more campaigns to harvest more traffic and expand your target. If you started 
with the exact or phrase match strategy, you may want to clone that campaign 
and adjust your bids accordingly.  
 
In creating more local campaigns, you may want to do the following to 
expand your target and generate more traffic  
 Add keywords to an exact match local campaign based on the keyword 

ideas from what searchers actually type into the search fields. 
 Exclude keywords. If you see that there are keywords that don't really 

make any sense to your business, you can exclude them by selecting the 
checkbox to the left of each keyword and clicking "Add as Negative 
keyword" button. 

 Create phrase and broad match campaigns. When your exact match 
campaign has taken off the ground and bids adjusted, you can find 
keywords that are promising and worthy to be added to your phrase match 
type. To create phrase and broad match campaigns, simply clone your 
local exact match campaigns using your Adwords Editor and change the 
match types accordingly. See chapter 10 on how to manage campaigns 
using the Editor. 

“Tip: when using the broad match strategy in your local campaign, 
make sure to limit the traffic to your target locations, otherwise you'll 
be surprised by the huge amount of charges for bad traffic.” 
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 Create a local campaign in the Display Network. When campaigns in the 
Search Network are already at their profitable level, you would most likely  
 
want to expand to the Display network.  You would also start with this 
market when your business initially generates leads rather than sales. See  
chapter 7, for more information about Display campaigns. The national 
settings are pretty much similar to your local settings. 

 

Exploring the Mobile Search 
Google knows that mobile search is one of the fastest growing segments of 
search.  In fact, it turns out that one-third of all mobile searches come from local 
intent such as finding a shop, finding a nearest restaurant, checking our local 
events and etc. 
 
Unlike the desktop search, the mobile campaign is different due to these two 
reasons - mobile screens are so small which requires you to be on top of the 
page to be noticed and because you first need to have a mobile-friendly web 
page where you send visitors from your mobile campaign. 
 
To create a mobile campaign from scratch 
 Clone your local search campaign via Adwords Editor then include the 

word "Mobile" to your campaign name. 
 Enter the new campaign and upload to your account 
 Go to the new campaign settings and look for the "Networks and Devices" 

section 
 Under Devices, deselect the other options and select only the "Mobile 

Devices with Full Browsers" option 
 Save the new settings 

 
If your Click to Call extension has not yet been activated, you need to go to the 
"Ad Extensions" tab and have a new "Local extension" linked to your Google 
Places page and your new Call extension with your phone number. 
 
How to create mobile landing pages 
In a world where nearly everyone is mobile, you need to create mobile landing 
pages for your growing number of prospects that are now mobile. Fortunately, 
Google made it easy for advertisers to build mobile-friendly landing pages with its 
free mobile site builder in just minutes.  
 
To get started mobilizing your site, visit http://www.google.com/sites/help/mobile-
landing-pages/mlpb.html 
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 How To Maintain The Performance Of your 
Campaigns 
Your Adwords campaigns may likely experience dynamic changes in 

bid prices, ad positions, margins and etc. Thus, it is important that you keep an 
eye of your Adwords account. Below are best practices in Adwords advertising 
that can help you expand the performance of your ads.  
 

Keep working on the data Adwords has generated 
This approach allows you to add to or shrink the budget of those keywords that 
cost more than their earnings from the conversion data generated.  
 
All these reports can be gleaned from the data that show in the different 
tabs 
 Campaign and Ad Group Tabs 
 Dimensions Tab 
 Network tabs 

 
On the Display network, it is advisable to choose the "Automatic placement" 
option to allow Google to place your ads everywhere it can reach, and for you to 
refine that option by identifying which sites generate more conversions at a 
manageable bid price. 
 
Here are some of the rewarding things you can do in the Display 
environment 
 Choose for  "Automatic placements" 
 Take care of your Automatic placements 
 Filter display sites with zero conversions 

 
Here's how the filtering goes 
 In your Adwords account, select the "All Time" date range 
 Go to "Networks tab" 
 Click the "Show Details" link next to "Automatic Placements" 
 Filter for only sites that generated zero conversions by clicking the "Filter" 

button below the "Networks tab" select "Conversion" (1-per-click) from the 
list, then select this sign = from the list in the box of operators to the right.  

 Type 0 into the box on the right and click "Apply" to affect the filter 
 Scroll down to the table for the Display network - Automatic Placements 

and click the "Cost" header for that column to sort by cost 
 Manage promising placements 
 Lower bids of placements that generated traffic but were too expensive 
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Develop your own maintenance schedule 
Maintaining your Adwords account requires spending a good amount of time and 
focusing more on studying the competition, discovering what is in the minds of 
your prospects, and improving your position in the marketplace. However, you 
also run the risk of making unprofitable changes when you over-manage it.  

 
Daily and ongoing maintenance activities  
During the initial stages of your new campaigns, checking for incorrect settings, 
amount of bids, keywords and ad groupings are usually undertaken daily.  
 
When performance targets are already established, you may want to allow time 
for maintenance and expansion activities based on the data and statistics your 
campaigns have generated on a weekly, bi-weekly or monthly basis depending 
on the size and number of your ads as well as the amount of traffic generated.  
 
Semi-annual activities 
There are changes on the volume, ROI - negative keywords and placements that 
can hardly be noticed on a monthly basis. These changes can only be obvious 
due to their cumulative effect after several months. The easy fix is to download 
the last six months of data. 

 
To get the last six months of data 
 Click the "View Statistics" button 
 Select "Whole Account" 
 Select "Create Custom Date Range" from the list 
 Enter your last six months dates manually and hit "OK" 

 
To find zero conversions 
 Click the "Advance Search" link at the top right 

 
To view all ad groups that had no conversions during the last six months 
 Click the "Ad Groups" tab 

If the table shows ad groups with no conversions 
 Sort the ad groups by Cost in descending order 
 Select all ad groups that have cost five times the value of conversion 
 Change the status of these ad groups from Active to Paused in your Editor 

Window 
If you see ad groups with zero conversions that cost two to four times the value 
of a conversion 
 Click the "Advanced Search" link to add filters for your Display Network 

campaign only and place the zero conversions filter. 
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 Select all ad groups with no conversions and whose costs start from two to 

five times the value of a conversion  
 Change their status from Active to Paused 

 
To rehabilitate keywords with higher cost than their value of conversion 
 Go to the "Keywords" tab and view all keywords with zero conversion in 

the past six months 
 Arrange the keywords by Cost in descending order 
 Select all keywords that cost at least five times the value of each 

conversion 
 Change the status of these ad groups from Active to Paused in your Editor 

Window 
 Reduce bids on the keywords that you have just selected by 25% 

 

Set up alerts 
There are times when you need to get alerted on problems that need to be 
addressed immediately. In this case, you will want to set up alerts to get notified 
about serious account or ad performance problems or changes.  Simply go to the 
"Campaigns" tab in your Adwords dashboard, Click the "Alerts" button and select 
"Create a custom alert" from the list 
 
 

 How To Continually Improve Your Ads  
Advertising with Adwords is actually complicated at first. But over time, 
as you get familiar with bids, keywords, CTR's, networks, positions 

and understand the concepts, you'll soon master it. You can use your mastery of 
the mechanics to your advantages for continually improving your ads. 
 

Use the power of split testing 
Only through split testing will you get a timely and clear feedback on the 
performance of your ads. Adwords has the simplest mechanism to deliver 
feedback on customers' response for marketers. 
 
How split testing is done through Adwords 
 Run several ads simultaneously within one ad group 
 Allow Adwords to keep track of your ad's effectiveness by bringing out the 

customer response that you want.   
 Continue adding new ad ideas and Google will test them automatically. 
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“With the addition of the "Optimize for Conversions" ad rotation 
option, it's now a lot easier to include several ads and then let Google 
take care of the testing.” 
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Nowadays, matching the right ad with the right keyword, time of day, location and 
etc. is now easier when you feed in more data for Google to work with. The 
biggest benefit you get from split-testing is that it allows you to improve your 
results as you go forward. 
 

Multiple Ads - Your split testing basics 
An ad group is a group of ads shown to a specific type of audience, whether it is 
based on a keyword, audience or placement.  You've learned in Chapter 2 how 
to create your first ad within an ad group. Now you're going to create your 
challenger ads within the same ad group and see how your prospects respond to 
the ads that are effective. 
 
How to create a challenger ad 
 Go to the "Ad Group" you prefer to split-test 
 To display the ads in your ad group, click the Ads sub tab 
 Click the "New Ad" button below the statistics chart 
 Select "Text Ad" from the list 
 Type on the existing copy and URL with your challenger ad's copy and 

URL 
 Click the "Save" button 

 
 
 
 

Optimize for conversions 
When you've already installed conversion tracking, you can now optimize your 
campaigns for conversions. This is done by configuring your ad rotation settings 
to "Ad Delivery: Ad Rotation, Frequency Capping and select "Optimize for 
Conversions" button. Alternatively, you can also "Optimize for Clicks" if you can't 
track conversions. 
 

The split test intelligence 
Google takes care of tests automatically. But the reason why you need to monitor 
your split test results is to determine which ad messages are effective to the right 
audience and then use the results to create better campaign strategies. 
 

Adwords Experiments - Advanced Way for Improving Ad 
Campaigns 
 

“Remember that you can run as many variations as you want if your ad 
group gets lots of impressions.” 
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Setting up Experiments on the campaign level is basically done by activating the 
Adwords Experiment and specifying your experimental settings on the campaign 
settings page. 
 
Experimental changes you can make 
 Create new ad groups only for experimental condition 
 Add and remove keywords and placements 
 Change keyword and placement bids 
 Create or remove ads 

 
When your experiments have reached their specified dates, you have the option 
to "Stop Running Experiments" or "Apply or Launch Changes Fully" for the ones 
that yield promising results or you can click the "Delete: Remove Changes" 
button to reject experimental changes and return to your originals settings. 
 
Effective split-test strategies 
Split testing can be confusing. But it can be carried out in an effective way by 
using some strategies 
 
 Start wide before going narrow 

Split testing in ad group starting from broader down to specific elements. 
 Learn what makes your customers click and design a split test that asks 

that question 
 

Your first split testing mission - finding new ideas and 
strategies 
In a super competitive market, the one who wins is the merchant who can quickly 
find big ideas about your potential prospects, their desires, what they possibly 
want from your offer and how they want to get it. 
 
Ad lines and format Testing 
Once you've tested the major ideas, it's time to do some fixings on some minor 
things that also matter such as your ad's number of lines, capitalization, 
synonyms, punctuation and etc. 
 
 

“Adwords Experiments is a new experimental feature that allows you 
to change certain elements of a particular campaign other than your ad 

copy.” 
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 How To Use Google Optimizer To Maximize 
Sales 
Split-testing pages on your website allows you to determine which 

ones generate more response from your visitors by trial and error.  
 
Google Optimizer is just the tool that you need to see whether a product photo, a 
testimonial in a specific location on a page, or a video deliver the results you 
want.   In the world of online marketing split testing is one of the most effective 
tools which site owners can use to effectively maximize traffic by testing different 
variations of website pages. 
 
Using a website optimizer to help improve your page performance 
Testing multiples variations of your web page can help you determine which one 
needs improvement. Split testing allows you to see the errors that resulted in 
fewer conversions. These failures can help you figure out what to do next. As a 
result you can make more from the increased number of clicks with the same 
advertising budget.  
 

Establish your conversion goal 
It is essential to identify a clear target first before you take a plunge into the 
optimization waters. That target could either be conversion to lead or conversion 
to sale.  You have to choose one visitor action as your primary conversion target 
to avoid confusing your visitors. 
 
Establish performance metrics 
When you've already determined what to test (your conversion goal) the next 
thing you'll want do is to establish the performance metrics.   
 
Setting up the Optimizer for benchmarking 
Experienced Adwords users recommend Optimizer as a reliable feature for 
measuring a website's performance. 
 
The A/B split test 
It is the simplest type of split test, where you can assign A as your control test 
page and B as the challenger page. 
 
How to access Optimizer directly from the Adwords Dashboard 
 Click the "Reporting and Tools" tab 
 Choose "Website optimizer" from the list 
 Follow the prompts and instructions on the signup page and explore 
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How A/B split testing is done 
When you get to Optimizer, you will be asked to create a new experiment 
 Click one of the links to reach to the page that asks to set up an "A/B or 

Multivariate" experiment 
 Choose A/B experiment and make sure to fill in the test checklist 
 Check the applicable boxes 
 Name your experiment 
 Enter the URL of the copy of the control page in the Original Page URL 

field and name the variation copy of original 
 Enter your conversion page URL (Thank You page) and click "Continue" 
 When you've already specified the experiment pages, you will then be 

asked to insert three different snippets to your original, variation and 
conversion pages. If you're not knowledgeable about inserting JavaScipt 
snippets, Google offers an option to send a link along with instructions to 
your webmaster. 

 Once snippets are installed, click the "Validate Pages" button and click 
"Ok" 

 Continue to preview and begin the benchmarking test   
 Click the "Start" button to launch the experiment and keep checking your 

optimizer to monitor the results 
 

Other website elements you'll want to test 
These are the elements that make significant differences when tested such as 
the response of visitors to a video or an image at the top of the page, a short or a 
long page and other big details. 
 
The big details 
These are the elements that can make significant differences when tested, such 
as the response of visitors to a video or an image at the top of the page, a short 
or a long page and other big details.  
 
Page Variations 
Your questions will be answered by your visitor's action when you test different 
page variations. 
 
The weakest part of a single page 
 It could be the color of text fonts, color of navigation, photo variations, ad text 
variations and other little details.  
 
Test to address objections with more trust elements 
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Trust elements such as Hacker Safe and Secure Purchase seals, photos of your 
staff, endorsements, years in business and so on. These elements reinforce the 
credibility of your business. 
 
Test the simple details 
Finding out which one works best between a red or blue top navigation, black or 
gray text, or between two different photos - the simple changes in these details 
can also make a big difference in your website performance. 
 
Your testing failures 
The testing failures can also contribute ideas from what worked and what didn't 
work for your visitors. What they like and what they don't like can give you more 
clues on how to improve your website elements.   
 

How to develop a testing strategy that works 
The results of your testing process may lead to some other questions that may 
require further testing.  Therefore, you need to make a list of things to test in 
order to make your strategy more scientific. 
 
Create a priority list of ideas to test 
You may want to sort your list according to traffic to a page, applicability to other 
pages on the site, prominence on page, time on page, bounce rate, etc. 
 
Preview your competitors' sites, landing pages 
Comparing competitor sites with yours can give you great testing ideas.   You 
don't have to click their ads to view their pages, just click the magnifying glass 
next to their headline to see their pages. The same is applicable in the organic 
listings. 
 
Never stop testing 
As soon as you have your original A version, start building the B variation.  
 
Limit exposure of traffic 
Your goal here is to minimize the risk of driving traffic away from the control or 
original page. 
 
How to reduce the amount of traffic to your untested pages 
 On the "Experiment List" page, find the experiment you want to limit and 

click the "Edit Settings" link under the "Status" column 
 Scroll down  to "Settings and Design" section 
 Click 100% to activate the drop-down list, in the "Total Traffic Sent through 

this Experiment" 
 Choose a lower percentage and click the "Save Changes" button 
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Other Optimizer tests you'll want to conduct  
 
Multiple variation pages tests 
You can actually conduct tests for as many variation pages as you like. 
 
To add more variation pages 
 Click the "Add Another Page Variation" link on the Experiment Set-up page 
 Name the new variation and add the page URL. Repeat the process to add 

all your variation pages. 
 
Once Google determines the better performing page, you either have to 
deliberately stop the experiment to end it completely or run a follow-up test and 
this time test the original against the strongest variation page. 
 
To run a follow-up experiment 
 Click the "Reporting and Tools" tab 
 Select  "Help Me Create a Follow-up Experiment" button and click 

"Continue" 
 
If you are satisfied with the result of the test, you can stop the experiment and 
send all traffic to the winning page. 
 
To stop a test  
 On the "Experiment" page, click the "Stop" link at the top 
 Select "Choose the Original or Another Page Variation to Continue 

Running" button 
 On the next page, click "Continue" 
 Select the page (original or variation) you want to keep and "Save 

Changes" 
Now, you can start with a whole new experiment.  
 
 

 How To Clone Campaigns Using Advanced 
Strategies 
Campaign cloning was briefly discussed in chapter 10 in relation to the 

use of Adwords Editor as a time-saving campaign management tool. Adding a 
network or adding a couple of regions and countries and adding a device to an 
existing campaign are just some of the basic campaign-cloning tactics. You can 
actually do more by using campaign cloning in advanced ways which we are 
going to be discussing in this chapter.  
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There are generally three reasons for cloning existing campaigns 
 Account expansion 
 Bid management accuracy 
 For targeted messaging  

 
 
 
 

Expanding beyond the common procedure 
The starting point and the way you expand your existing campaigns is usually 
based on your online business model. 
 
E-commerce website expansion 
E-commerce advertising should ideally start with exact match keywords in the 
Search network only.  
 
Recommended pattern of expansion  
 Exact match, Search network for computers and tablets PC devices only 
 Exact match, Search network for mobile devices 
 Phrase match, Search network, starting with bids lower than the exact 

match 
 Broad match, Search network, starting with bids lower than the Phrase 

match 
 Text ads, Display network, starting with bids 50% lower than the exact 

match 
 Image ads, Display network, starting with bids 25% of the exact match 

 
Lead Generation Expansion 
For websites whose goal is lead generation, exact match keywords in the Search 
network is still the recommended starting point of expansion. 
 
Recommended pattern for expansion  
 Exact match, Search network 
 Exact match, Search network for mobile devices 
 Phrase match, Search network, starting with bids lower than the exact 

match 
 Broad match, Search network, starting with  bids lower than the Phase 

match 
 Text ads, Display network, starting with bids 50% lower than the exact 

match 
 Image ads, Display network, starting with bids 25% of the exact match 

 

“Campaign Cloning can be the most advanced strategy for targeting 

messages, bid accuracy and expansion.” 
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Different Campaign Cloning Cases 
 
Expansion to additional networks 
Search and Display traffic should not be combined in the same campaign, but 
you can expand from Search to the Display network 
 
Campaign cloning for Search Partners 
Sometimes, this can be a better solution when search partners fare much worse 
than Google's search network 
 
Campaign cloning by Match Type 
You clone campaigns by match type when your ad group generates only a few 
monthly conversions and it takes a longer time to collect enough data. To clone 
campaigns for match type, just select all the keywords in your new campaign and 
change the match type. 
 
Campaign cloning by Ad type 
Since image ads generate lower quality of traffic, cloning a campaign in the 
Display network that uses text ads is ideally done when you're ready to explore 
image advertising. 
 
Campaign cloning by Device 
You can explore campaigns for smartphone and tablet users when you've set 
profitable metrics with your ad's exposure to computer users. Cloning by device 
also gives you the ability to target a specific operating system for mobile devices 
such as Android and iOS users, you can also exclude certain mobile carriers.   
 
 
 
 
Campaign cloning by Country Response Differences 
Doing business globally will certainly deliver varying degrees of responses 
because conversions from one country are often different from another country. 
 
The recommended solution is to start with one country, where the highest ROI is 
expected, before expanding to other countries by cloning campaigns. You can 
specify your target countries using Adwords Editor. 
 
Campaign cloning by Regional Differences 
Separating your campaigns by regions within a country is also a sound way to 
expand your market. 
 
To see which region or states need their own campaigns 

“Remember, if you want to show your ads to mobile devices, you need 

a mobile website or a mobile-friendly landing page.” 
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 Go to the Dimensions" Tab in your Adwords dashboard 
 Navigate to the "Geographic segment" 

 
Campaign cloning by Demographics 
In the Display network, you can collect great insights on your conversions based 
on gender and age. 
 
Campaign cloning by gender 
There are times when men and women have different responses to a single offer. 
Separating traffic by gender will let you accurately cater to the buying 
preferences of male and female.   
 
Campaign cloning by Age 
Separating traffic by age groups also lets you see which specific age segment of  
your market generates more conversions as well as adjust the cost of bids. 
 
Campaign cloning for Ad scheduling 
Ad scheduling enables you to create time periods to reduce bid cost for ads with 
less traffic during off-hours or clone campaigns to show ads only on business 
hours. 
 
 

 How To Make Your Ads Visible Everywhere 
Following your best prospects everywhere on the web is how the 
magic of remarketing works. It's an Adwords feature where visitors of 

your sites who aren't ready to buy or opt-in yet are followed by your ads around 
the web. 
 
Remarketing has many advantages 
 It instructs Google to show your ads in the Display network to your website 

visitors who left your site without buying or opting in. This feature gives you 
up to 180 days to follow them. 

 It builds a good reputation for your website 
 It can be used to advance a relationship with existing customers 
 It is cost-effective 

 

How to set up a remarketing campaign 
There are two ways to set up a remarketing campaign. You can either create a 
new campaign from scratch or clone an existing one using Adwords Editor. 
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The three remarketing varieties 

 Basic remarketing  
Setting up a single campaign where ads follow prospects who have visited 
your website for a period of time and the effectiveness of your ads will be 
measured.  
 

Basic remarketing allows you to  
 Create a single ad group for your top performing ads  
 Create a new audience to get more people to see your ads. Simply go to 

the "Audiences" tab in your Adwords Editor to create a new audience and 
select a remarketing list. 
 

Make sure to select membership duration based on the sales cycle for your 
product or how long you want to follow your prospect after they first landed on 
your site. Note that you will be required to show specific elements of your privacy 
policy on your site if you place remarketing cookies on your visitors' computers. 
 
Right after you've created an audience, you will then need to place the website 
tag for your audience. Google generates a snippet of code to be placed on every 
web page for remarketing. You can add the code yourself to your web pages or 
have it done by your webmaster. Just check the box that tells Google to mail 
specific instructions to your webmaster. 

 
 
 
 
 Add the audience to your ad group 

 

 Product based remarketing 
In basic remarketing, you only let your ads follow visitors who have been in 
your website. In product-based remarketing, you further need to separate 
your audiences into campaigns based on the value of conversion. This is 
necessary if you sell multiple products with various price points. 

 
If you have high volumes of traffic, you can create multiple remarketing 
campaigns into multiple ad groups and each with its own audience. You just 
need to attach the appropriate audience to each campaign. 
 

 Behavioral remarketing 
It's the practice of targeting ads based on visitor's behavior on your site. 
This powerful remarketing strategy allows you to follow visitors who were 
unable to complete the buying process. The marketing that you do 
changes based on what they've done upon leaving your website.  

“Tip: Generate a more friendly code by selecting the HTTPS option 
prior to copying the snippet.” 
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Behavioral remarketing involves creating multiple audiences and 
combining them for a single rule. 
 

How to set up behavioral remarketing 
 Create multiple audiences based on what they do on your site 
 Insert the purchasers tag on your site's "Thank You" page 
 Add the "Checkout Page" tag on the checkout page of your shopping cart 
 Create your audience in the "Audiences" tab by clicking the "New 

Audience" button 
 Select "Custom Combination" from the list 
 Name the combination and click the "Select Audiences" button 
 Click "Interest Categories" and select "Remarketing Lists" 
 Click the "Add Link" next to the Check Out page list and click "OK" to 

confirm addition of the list 
 Click the "Add Another" link and click "All These Audiences" and select 

"None of These Audiences" from the list 
 Click the "Select Audiences" button to replace "Interest Categories" with 

"Remarketing Lists" and click the "Add" link next to the Purchasers list 
 Click "OK" and then "Save"  

 
Advanced Remarketing 
There are actually a myriad of remarketing strategies that you can use to target 
cart abandoners after you've attained success with the basics. 
 
These include  
 Remarketing to one-product buyers in order to get them to purchase 

another or related product. 
 Remarketing to buyers to support them in their decision and avoid regrets. 
 Remarketing to visitors who don't make a purchase but show great interest 

by taking a peek at a particular page of the website 
 Combining and matching remarketing lists and interest categories. 
 Remarketing along with geo targeting to create a variety of ads for local 

and web-wide prospects. 
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Top Ten Mistakes That PPC Advertisers Make 
As mentioned earlier in this book, Adwords can truly be a profitable, cost-
effective medium that turns web searchers into customers, but you can also 
make an expensive mistake when you don't give more thought to every step you 
take. Experts share their serious mistakes to help you move fast forward to your 
own success. 
 

1. Too much budget in the beginning 
Spending too much in the beginning of your campaign is often not a practical 
thing. Adwords is a cost-effective advertising medium, but to get real ROI out of 
your campaigns, you need to learn how to become a clever advertiser. If you're 
still an amateur advertiser, take it slowly and develop proficiency before 
expanding and spending a higher budget. 
 

2. Too little budget in the beginning 
As spending too much in the beginning is not an ideal thing, it's also not a good 
idea to set daily and monthly budgets that are too small and not large enough to 
get a good amount of traffic. Spending hesitantly won't allow you to get 
statistically significant data which helps you create a sketch on how to improve 
your ads and keywords. 
 

3. Keywords unrelated to ads 
The extra time you spend creating tight ad groups, with closely related and 
matched keywords to your ad or landing page is more rewarding than just setting 
up an ad group and picking up all the keywords you can think of. 
 

 

 
 

4. Split-test neglect 
You'll likely commit one of the biggest marketing mistakes when you forget to 
conduct the split-test. Whether on your ads or on your web pages, split-testing is 
one of the most important improvement strategies that marketers must employ.  
This will help you to achieve quick and reliable data that tells you which ad or 
page to remove and which one to improve to get the most of out your business. 
Split-testing is like conducting an actual experiment where you get quick, real 
and conclusive results. 
 

 
 

“Tip:  Group your keywords based on what and how your prospects 
think not the way you think.” 

“Tip: Always focus your split-tests on the big details first then narrow 
down to the tiny yet important details.” 
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5. Split-testing to boost CTR only 
Click-through-rate (CTR) is a good thing. But it doesn't mean that you get more 
profits with higher CTR's. What's more important is to get the right customers to 
purchase.  Remember, more clicks will mean more money for Google, getting 
more clicks from the right customers is what matters most to you. When you're 
running split-tests for your ads, don't rely on CTR data alone. Always make sure 
you also get the conversion data. 
 

6. Combining Search and Display network traffic 
Google's default settings only serve to help make the process of creating your 
account simpler. In most cases, particularly for those who have just started 
creating campaigns, the default settings may not be applicable. The most 
important setting change you should make when creating your first campaign is 
in the Networks section.  Make sure to check the box next to the Search Network 
for your search campaigns and uncheck the box next to the Display Network. For 
Display network campaigns, make sure to uncheck the box next to the Search 
network. Remember to split Display from Search network traffic on the "Edit 
Campaign" settings. 
 

7. Making the Search Network your preferred market 
Choosing a market channel for your ad campaigns depends on the goal of your 
business. If you're a product-based business expecting visitors to make a 
purchase on their first visit, you'll surely want to start in the Search network and 
then move to Display network once you've attained profitability and secure 
margins with exact, phrase and broad match keywords.  However, if your goal is 
to generate leads, you'll want to start first in the Display network and then move 
to the Search network once you've attained profitability in the first network. 
 

8. The absence of quotes for phrase matching and brackets for exact 
matching 

Quotation marks in your phrase matched keywords allow Google to understand 
that you want the quoted words or phrase to appear exactly as they are written.  
Brackets signify that keywords should appear exactly as it appears in the 
brackets. Broad match keywords don't allow you to know the search terms 
actually typed by searchers. 
 

9. Giving more importance to quality score 
Quality Score is an important metric, as it determines how much to bid to get 
your ads shown at certain positions for your keyword, but you don't actually have 
to fret about quality score.  
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Successful advertising is not just about Quality Score (QS), CTR is much more 
important than QS. The best solution to improve your QS is to boost CTR by 
creating finely tuned ads with closely matched keywords. 

 
    10. Frequent keyword bids adjustment 
Adjusting keyword bids is one of the most tempting parts of managing your 
Adwords account. Advertisers tend to do it to get close to the perceived deal you 
could be getting. But doing this could only lead to expensive dangers. 
 
Secondly, frequent bid changes would only prevent you from getting the data that 
provides statistics that can guide you in determining the what moves you have to 
make. 
 
 
 

 

Adwords Management Tips And Techniques  
1. Setting up ad scheduling for your campaigns 

Suppose your ad displays in a prominent position on the first page of Google but 
the cost of lead conversion and the average CPC are too high. Obviously, you'll 
want to reduce bid prices without affecting conversions.  
 
You've also found out in your ad's performance report that there are times of the 
day when more quality traffic are delivered than other times. By scheduling your 
ads to show and increasing bids on the best hours when prospects are likely to 
convert and doing otherwise for hours when prospects are less likely to convert, 
you'll likely solve your bid problems and improve your conversions. 
 
Your ad's performance data is a significant source of market insights for testing 
and improving your campaigns. 
 

2. Managing ad placements 
When you get more impressions in the Display network and a profitable CTR, 
you'll likely want to develop more lead sources in the said network. You can find 
more lead opportunities by managing your ad placements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Eliminating unprofitable product categories and keywords 

“Tip: The best practice for managing your bids is to set a "learning 
budget" based on your expected traffic.” 

“When your campaigns are doing well on finding relevant sites on 
Automatic Placements, it's time to move them up to Managed 
Placements for more control of traffic.” 
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Oftentimes, too many products in a single campaign make it difficult to determine 
which keywords and products are profitable and unprofitable. In similar cases, 
getting rid of some product lines and keywords can help increase conversions 
and stabilize the cost-per-conversion. 
 

4. Getting more leads from the Display Network 
Because the Display Network is a terrific market for generating leads, you can 
get more leads by lifting exposure restrictions. Simply select on your Display 
Network campaign settings: Show Ads on Pages That Match the Broadest 
Targeting Method. 
 
Additionally, you may need to raise the bids, increase the budget for Display 
Network campaigns and move converting sites to managed placements to give 
you more control of the traffic. 

 
5. Paying for more clicks 

When overspending becomes an imminent problem as bid prices in the Search 
network goes way higher than in the Display network and causing the cost per 
conversion to go higher than ideal, raising the daily budget may solve this 
problem. 

 
6. Campaign cloning for better traffic 

Separating the Search and Display traffic into their exclusive campaigns and 
limiting traffic by geographic location through campaign cloning is often a smart 
solution to drive better traffic in a highly competitive market. 

 
7. Using Website Optimizer results along with Adwords data 

When the Optimizer generates ambiguous testing results, it may be caused by 
fraudulent clicks from certain traffic streams in the Display network. This could 
cause confusion in determining real prospects and fake ones. Even if the tracking 
code on your conversion pages can help you show the sources of clicks, you still 
need to dig more into your Adwords data to find out the real story. 
 

8. Using Adwords for conversion improvement and business growth 
Startup online businesses generally have dual goals which they would want to 
achieve immediately if possible. In this case, using Adwords to create targeted 
ads to show in the Search, Display and other relevant sites can massively drive 
traffic that converts through signups for e-mail marketing. Banner and text ads on 
the Display network can create brand awareness and drive brand-name keyword 
searches. 
 

9. Bidding on your own brand 
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In instances when you think that you've already picked up all the promising 
keywords in your niche, but still you couldn't generate enough traffic. Bidding on 
your own brand might do the trick.  Some advertisers have already applied this 
strategy and it works for them. Why not try it? It might also work for you. 
 
 

10. Improving CTR to Ads with sitelinks 
Clicks are among the most common problems of most advertisers, creating 
appealing ads and adding sitelinks can be a good fix. 
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Final Note 
Congratulations, you've made it to the end! Now you've learned the Adwords 
basics.  For most beginners, this intelligent online advertising medium may seem 
complicated at first, but as you get familiar with the important advertising metrics 
for your business and understand the concepts, it can become an effective way 
to reach qualified prospects and customers who are truly interested in your 
product.  And because you pay for the traffic on a cost-per-click basis, you can 
always expand and explore for more traffic without spending so much.   
 
Most features allow you to set limits and conduct experiments where you get first 
hand, reliable market data and statistics that most of your competitors don’t have. 
The measurable and conclusive results can help you scientifically discover the 
hidden desires and needs of your prospects - the primary source of insights for 
improving your advertising techniques and ad messages.  
 
If you're a small local business, you can use Adwords insights to show all your 
ads to your desired locations at times when your customers most likely do a 
search through their computers or mobile devices.  It can be your most reliable 
tool for growth.  And, if you're a company that has been around for years, you 
can leverage your market insights for greater, wider success when you give more 
thought and effort to improving your campaigns. 
 
If you need help in managing your pay-per-click (PPC) campaigns to maximize 
the benefits, or if you want to get started but are unsure how to properly 
implement it, contact Roja by visiting www.rojaweb.com. Our Google certified 
advertising team is proficient in the latest PPC advertising technologies and 
management strategies.  Thank you for your time and trust in reading this book. 
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